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Abstract: A woman was diagnosed with non-24-hour sleep–wake syndrome and depressive 

symptoms. Her depressive symptoms did not respond to standard doses of several antidepressants 

or mood stabilizers. Furthermore, her sleep–wake cycle remained non-entrained despite treatment 

with a melatonin-related drug, vitamin B12, and phototherapy. Ultimately, her sleep–wake rhythm 

was restored to a 24-hour pattern with a low dose of valproic acid, and her depressive symptoms 

tended to improve as a result of synchronization without antidepressants. Low-dose valproic acid 

appears to be one of the effective means of entraining circadian rhythms in patients with non- 

24-hour sleep–wake syndrome, which in turn likely improves associated depressive symptoms.

Keywords: circadian rhythm sleep disorder, mood stabilizers, vitamin B12, melatonin, pho-

totherapy, antidepressants, depression

Introduction
Non-24-hour sleep–wake syndrome is a sleep disorder in which the sleep–wake 

cycle exceeds 24 hours, and this occurs not only in blind subjects but also in sighted 

individuals.1,2 However, this syndrome hardly occurs in sighted individuals;2 the exact 

mechanism in sighted individuals with non-24-hour sleep–wake syndrome remains to be 

elucidated. Some evidences suggested that a long circadian period more than the normal 

range of entrainment is likely a risk factor.3 There have been several reports that non-24-

hour sleep–wake syndrome may be successfully treated with melatonin,4–6 vitamin B12,7 

and phototherapy8; however, not all patients respond to these treatments.9 Depressive 

symptoms are more commonly reported among patients with circadian rhythm sleep 

disorders. The patients with circadian rhythm sleep disorders complained of the inter-

ference of the sleep–wake schedule with social obligations.10 We report the case of a 

sighted woman with non-24-hour sleep–wake syndrome and depressive symptoms.

Methods
Sleep times were recorded at intervals of 30 minutes in a sleep diary by the patient. 

The circadian period (tau-value) of wake–sleep cycles was determined from the data 

obtained for a length of 4 consecutive weeks using χ2 periodogram algorithm, and 

venous blood samples were collected every 4 weeks for assay of the plasma valproic 

acid concentration. The valproic acid concentration was determined using a VITROS 

VALP reagent assay kit (Ortho Clinical Diagnostics, Raritan, NJ, USA) according to 

the manufacturer’s instructions. The depressive symptoms were evaluated using the 

Montgomery–Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS)11; remission of depressive 

symptoms is defined as a score of #8 on the MADRS.12 Blood sampling and depres-

sion assessment were performed at the same time of day.
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A written informed consent was obtained from the patient 

after the procedures had been fully explained. The study pro-

tocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of Sato Hospital, 

Koutokukai and the Ethics Committee of Graduate School 

of Pharmaceutical Science, Tohoku University, and stan-

dard procedures were followed for clinical trials involving 

vulnerable participants in Japan. This study was performed 

according to the ethical standards of the Declaration of Hel-

sinki. The patient also gave written informed consent to 

publish this case report.

Case presentation
The patient was a 24-year-old woman who was first referred 

to our hospital, which is a special outpatient clinic for depres-

sion as a major depressive disorder, from another psychiatric 

hospital. She had already been treated with several antide-

pressants by the clinicians at the referring psychiatric hos-

pital. Her depressive symptoms, including fatigue and sleep 

disturbance, interfered with her social obligations; therefore, 

she could not attend work. Based on the diagnosis provided 

by the clinicians at the referring psychiatric hospital, we 

also began treatment for depression. Based on her treatment 

response, however, we found that she did not have a conven-

tional sleep disorder and instead suspected that she had non-

24-hour sleep–wake syndrome. The patient had kept a sleep 

diary over the past 5.5 years, starting from 2008 (Figure 1). 

This diary showed that her sleep–wake cycle free-ran on a 

regular period of 24.55 hours ± standard deviation 0.30 hours 

(n=47 periods, where 1 period is 4 weeks), consistent with a 

diagnosis of non-24-hour sleep–wake syndrome. None of her 

symptoms had responded to treatment with standard doses of 

paroxetine (10–30 mg/day), fluvoxamine (25–75 mg/day), 

imipramine (5–25 mg/day), amitriptyline (20 mg/day), mil-

nacipran (12.5–25 mg/day), mirtazapine (15–30 mg/day), 

duloxetine (20 mg/day), or amoxapine (2–8 mg/day). 

Her mean MADRS score over the same period was 

17.0±12.3 points (n=47, Figure 2), and was unstable during 

episodes of non-24-hour sleep–wake syndrome.

Although the patient was treated with generally accepted 

therapeutic doses of mood stabilizers such as lithium 

(200–600 mg/day), lamotrigine (25–75 mg/day), and 

valproic acid (400–800 mg/day), these were ineffective 

for treating depressive symptoms and non-24-hour sleep–

wake syndrome. Additionally, her sleep disorder did not 

respond to 2- or 4-week trials of hypnotics. Ramelteon 

is an MT1/MT2 melatonin receptor agonist with greater 

affinity for melatonin receptors and a longer half-life than 

melatonin.13,14 The initial dosage of ramelteon was 8 mg/day 

for 3 weeks. But I had to reduce ramelteon (2–4 mg/day) 

as she appealed to me to reduce the dosage for depressive 

symptoms such as lassitude. Any dosage of ramelteon 

was ineffective for the patient suffering from non-24-hour 

Figure 1 Double-plotted sleep–awake cycle of a patient.
Note: The times of sleep are shown as black bars and are double-plotted for clarity.
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sleep–wake syndrome. Non-pharmacologic measures, 

including several treatments of phototherapy (20,000 lux) 

and efforts to improve sleep hygiene by avoiding daytime 

sleeping, also failed (Figure 2). The patient continued to 

complain of difficulty in falling asleep and waking, and 

reported persistent anxiety, irritation, and fatigue. Labora-

tory investigations, including serum hormone and immuno-

logic profiles, and magnetic resonance imaging of the brain 

were normal. Although treatment with valproic acid at the 

generally accepted dose was ineffective, we considered 

that treatment with low-dose valproic acid may achieve 

complete entrainment to a 24-hour sleep cycle. The dose 

of valproic acid during synchronization was 200 mg/day. 

The patient’s sleep diary during this period showed that the 

24-hour sleep–wake cycle synchronized to 24.03±0.05 hours 

(n=19 periods, Figure 3) at a valproic acid concentration of 

5.0±2.7 µg/mL. The mean MADRS score dropped down to  

10.7±12.7 (n=19) during synchronization without anti-

depressants, although the improvement was not statisti-

cally significant (F
2,65

 =0.487, P=0.066, Student’s t-test). 

Her sleep onset time, wakeup time, and sleep time were 

1:04 AM ±64 minutes, 9:26 AM ±81 minutes, and 9.3±1.1 

hours during synchronization, respectively. By communicat-

ing with the patient, we learned that her symptoms of fatigue 

and non-24-hour sleep–wake syndrome relapsed because 

she discontinued the low-dose valproic acid. Thereafter, 

she restarted treatment with the low-dose valproic acid in 

an attempt to control her symptoms. However, as she did 

not visit our hospital during this time, we could not evaluate 

the changes in the valproic acid concentration.

Discussion
Valproate is a mood stabilizer with a broad range of actions, 

but its mechanism of action remains incompletely under-

stood. Valproic acid and divalproex (a combination of sodium 

valproate and valproic acid) have been licensed for the treat-

ment of bipolar disorder since the 1990s.15 The therapeutic 

range of valproic acid for bipolar disorder is 50–125 mg/L 

(350–850 µM).15 Valproate is associated with increased 

levels of acetylated histones via its action as a histone 

deacetylase inhibitor.16 A particularly interesting finding is 

that the bimodal effect of valproate resulted in a difference 

in the transcription of tyrosine hydroxylase at low and high 

concentrations.17 Consequently, the pharmacologic effects of 

low-dose valproic acid may differ from those of the generally 

accepted therapeutic dose. Although whether changes in 

the transcription of tyrosine hydroxylase contributed to the 

improvement in this patient’s non-entrained sleep remains 

Figure 2 Circadian rhythms (tau-value: red), depressive symptoms (MaDrs: green), and drug history (lines).
Notes: Tau-values were determined from actogram and periodogram data every 4 weeks. Remission of depressive symptoms is defined as a score #8 on the Montgomery–
Åsberg Depression rating scale (MaDrs).

Figure 3 Valproic acid concentration (blue bars) and circadian rhythms throughout 
(red points) the course of treatment.
Abbreviation: Vpa, valproic acid.
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unclear, it is notable that the generally accepted therapeutic 

dose range of valproic acid was ineffective for the treatment 

of her non-24-hour sleep–wake syndrome.

Our patient had non-24-hour sleep–wake syndrome, 

which is not a conventional sleep disorder. In such situa-

tions, patients may be stressed by daytime sleepiness. This 

may result in the development of depressive symptoms, such 

as anxiety, irritation, and fatigue. Non-24-hour sleep–wake 

syndrome is rare; therefore, without a sleep diary, even 

expert psychiatrists have difficulty diagnosing this condition. 

In fact, the patient in this case was referred to our hospital 

for the treatment of major depressive disorders. Her sleep 

had not been entrained and her depressive symptoms had 

not been alleviated by several antidepressants and mood 

stabilizers, including generally accepted therapeutic doses of 

valproic acid. Antidepressants or mood stabilizers may not be 

effective for treating depressive symptoms when a patient is 

affected by non-24-hour sleep–wake syndrome. In this case, 

a therapeutic response was observed only when low-dose 

valproic acid was administered. The relapse and remission 

of symptoms that occurred when the patient discontinued and 

restarted valproic acid therapy on her own initiative gives us 

confidence that this was a genuine therapeutic effect.

The patient’s depressive symptoms tended to improve, and 

the MADRS score during synchronization of her sleep–wake 

cycle improved in association with the remission of her symp-

toms. Additionally, the patient experienced several episodes 

of remission during synchronization without antidepressants; 

therefore, it may be important to note that her depressive 

symptoms did not fully improve by synchronization. Another 

explanation for the incomplete response of her depressive 

symptoms is that regular social stresses (such as work) and 

the possibility that she had another sleep disorder – sleep-

phase syndrome18 (as revealed by her sleep diary) – were 

an influence. This might have accounted for her incomplete 

remission or lack of significant improvement. Moreover, her 

depressive symptoms did not respond to doses of several anti-

depressants during episodes of her non-24-hour sleep–wake 

syndrome, and the patient had several periods of remission 

during synchronization without antidepressants. Therefore, 

the improvement in her depressive symptoms may have been 

secondary to the improvement in her non-24-hour sleep–wake 

syndrome. Although melatonin has been shown to improve 

depression in patients with circadian rhythm sleep disorders,19 

major depressive disorders should be carefully differentiated 

from circadian rhythm sleep disorders with depression. In 

addition, circadian rhythm sleep disorders should be carefully 

differentiated from conventional sleep disorders by a sleep 

diary. In this case, treatment of the patient with low dose 

was quite accidental. It was because of self-adjusting dose 

by the patient. Any circadian rhythm sleep disorder requires 

continuous treatment.8 Therefore, it should be considered 

difficult to conclude that the previous bright light treatment 

had a carryover effect on entraining circadian rhythm.

Conclusion
The patient with sleep–wake syndrome was successfully 

treated and her depressive symptoms tended to improve by 

treatment with low-dose valproic acid. Low-dose valproic 

acid therapy should be considered for patients with non-

24-hour sleep–wake syndrome resistant to conservative 

management strategies and treatment with melatonin-related 

drugs, vitamin B12, and phototherapy. Further research will 

be needed to illuminate the therapeutic benefits and mecha-

nism of action of valproic acid in patients with non-24-hour 

sleep–wake syndrome. Effects of low-dose valproic acid may 

be a clue used to solve the mechanism in sighted individuals 

with non-24-hour sleep–wake syndrome. We hope that many 

researchers will treat the circadian rhythm sleep disorders 

using low-dose valproic acid in the future.
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